HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF NBRC STUDENT PERFORMANCE REPORTS

School Summary Report
Be aware that the repeat group includes those who make a 2nd, 3rd, 4th, etc. attempt and includes previous graduates who have not yet passed.

Credentials Earned Report
Use current date for the end-date when generating the Credentials Earned Report to ensure all graduates are included.

Annual School Summary Report
- Provide this report to CoARC annually
- Passing First Time percentage includes current graduates who passed
- Total Passing percentage includes all previous graduates who took the exam and eventually passed (not total # of current graduates)
- Graduates Tested includes only the number of graduates who attempted the exam

Scores by Content Area Report
Focus on the National Mean percentage in the New Candidate Summary section to prioritize possible program changes.

Please contact the NBRC if you find any discrepancies in your report data.